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SALUT LES JEUNES!
LES CLOCHES DE PÂQUES

      Schools nowadays are very careful about including anything relating to religion in their classes, but 
since France is, at its origin, a Catholic country, it is diffi  cult to dislodge traditions connected to the church 
calendar from the culture of daily life. Language is an expression of a culture, so I have no diffi  culty including 
activities in the classroom that refl ect the lives of those who speak French. Les cloches de Pâques fi nd their 
way into French families, whether or not they are particularly religious. Pâques borrows its name form the 
Jewish religion (Passover—le jour de Pâque—note singular) which corresponds with the same season. Bun-
nies, chicks, and lambs are part of the symbols of the holiday, but in France it is the bells that distribute the 
eggs. The eggs actually have pagan beginnings, before becoming part of Easter. Tradition tells us that the 
bells leave their church towers from Thursday before Easter to travel to Rome to be blessed (giving us a chance to review the days 
of the week:  lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, vendredi, samedi, dimanche). In every village and city across the country, starting at day-
break on Sunday (le lever du soleil), the bells ring (les cloches sonnent) as they return home, dropping decorated eggs and chocolate 
eggs into the backyards or balconies of the homes or apartments of French children. As in America, children hunt for the eggs—la 
chasse aux oeufs. Sharing a cultural tradition is a healthy thing, a way to build tolerance and respect for other cultures. Plus it is fun!

YOUNG STUDENTS:   We make des cloches 
MATERIALS NEEDED:   3-oz. paper cup (un gobelet en papier)
   lollypop with sturdy stem  (une sucette)
   cork (un bouchon) Doesn’t every French teacher have wine corks on hand? Can be eliminated or re  
   placed with an eraser.
PROCEDURE:   Poke a hole in the bottom of the cup. Insert stem of lollypop and secure with cork as a handle. Cup can 
   be decorated with stickers
  
                        
(DRAWING OF COMPLETED BELL)
            

             

OLDER STUDENTS - The images of the fl ying bells dropping the decorated eggs can be found in several places on the internet for 
teachers to use. Go to:  cloches de Pâques. Copy or use your own drawings as a way to drill vocabulary, numbers, time—whatever 
needs reinforcement. It’s a fi ne time to practice the pronunciation of un oeuf (pronouncing the “F”) and des oeufs (where  the “F” is 
silent). A way to remember it is to tell them “One egg is enough (un oeuf).”   Copy the drawings on the following page or make your 
own to refl ect what you want to practice in your classroom.
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UN GOBELET EN PAPIER
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(DRAWINGS OF BELLS & EGGS FOR VOCABULARY PRACTICE)

          Elizabeth Miller
          Northern  California AATF Chapter

Share with other FLES* and middle school teachers your ideas, classroom gimmicks, games for oral interaction, 
and successful lessons.  Join the teacher network! Send your ideas to Elizabeth Miller, 74 Tuscaloosa Avenue, Atherton, CA 
94027; e-mail: [mmemiller@aol.com].


